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Topicality of research is an attempt to consider in detail the proper names that
have passed into the category of common names, to study their etymology, the
dynamics of their development in everyday speech and to identify the features of
the nomination of the German language.
Objective of the research: is to determine the role of proper name in the
intercultural space of the German language
The tasks of the research:
1.

to determine the role of a proper name in the development of culture and its

language status;
2.

consider devilishly and its role in the process of word formation;

3.

to identify the main factors contributing to denominational process;

4.

to perform place-name elements, which were derived from proper names as

components of composites;
5.

consider appellatives as an element of phraseology, Proverbs and sayings.

The theoretical significance of the work seems to us that: 1) in the course of our
research, we have studied our own as an object of philological, cultural and
historical research; 2) considered the features of the names that have passed into
the category of appellatives; 3) identified their role in the composition of the
German language; 4) considered the proper names as a component of
phraseological units, Proverbs and sayings in the German language.
In practical terms, the study of this phenomenon has direct access to the practice of
teaching and communication in German. According to the results of the study can

be compiled textbooks, lecture courses on lexicology, culture of speech
linguoculturology.
The results of the research:
1.

Intercultural space allows creating a dialogue of cultures, in the process

of which the participant of communication is able not only to reveal similarities
and differences of language, tradition and culture as a whole, but also to "go"
beyond the native language and culture, while plunging into another foreign
language space.
2.

During the work it was found that proper names are one of the main

elements of the language, which carries information about the culture. The ways of
transition of proper names to appellatives and the role of onyms in the wordformation system of the German language were revealed.
3.

In the course of work the electronic game "Kluge Köpfe" was developed.

This game can be used in the study of proper names, namely in practical classes in
lexicology

